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Reaction of arterial endothelial cells to stent
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Abstract.
Stenoses in arterial blood vessels by artherosclerotic processes can decrease the supply of downstream tissue dramatically.

The implantation of stents by percutaneous coronary intervention is one method of choice to restore the physiological blood
flow. In some cases in-stent re-stenoses by thrombotic events, vascular wall hyperplasia or endothelial dysfunction occur. Causes
and nature underlying this processes are not fully understood.

Aim of the present study was to study the re-stenotic processes after stent impress on a cellular and molecular level in vitro.
Therefore, human arterial endothelial cells (HUAEC) were seeded on a model vascular wall intima consisting of extracellular
matrix secreted by bovine corneal endothelial cells. Subsequently, a pre-mounted balloon-expendable tubular stent made of
316 L was impressed through the HUAEC layer leading to an impairment of the vessel wall intima. After stent removal the
wound healing process, HUAEC membrane integrity, vitality, proliferation and function were assessed.

Immediately after stent impress an increased level of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was observed indicating an impairment
of the cell membrane integrity. After 24 h baseline LDH values presented again. HUAEC vitality adjacent to the stent impress
induced wound was normal (investigated by inverted microscopy). The proliferation of HUAEC was the highest in the direct
vicinity of the stent impress induced wound. Prostacyclin and nitric oxide decreased significantly indicating a temporary loss of
cell function.

These results could imply that the healing process of the endothelial cell lesion is superior to the maintenance of vascular
tonicity and downregulation of platelet aggregation.
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1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are still the leading cause of death worldwide. The majority of fatal events
are related to coronary artery disease, where the development of stenoses within the arteries narrows the
arterial lumen depriving the supplied tissue of oxygen and nutrients. This disease cannot be cured using
current therapies. One method to combat such stenoses or occlusions includes percutaneous transluminal
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coronary angioplasty (PTCA) with the implantation of a stent, which helps to prevent the arteries from
becoming narrowed or blocked again.

During stent implantation the endothelial cells (EC) and their subcellular matrix are damaged or
destroyed. The high pressure implantation is chosen to assure that the stenotic vascular region supplied
with a stent has the same luminal diameter as those diameters found in the more or less healthy vascular
regions before and after the stenotic region. This allows a sufficient blood supply again for the downstream
myocardial tissues. Also the perturbation of and vortex generation in the blood stream entering and leaving
the stented region might be avoided [4], which are thought to trigger an atherosclerotic development [6].

Ethical arguments do not allow a thorough in vivo examination of the causes and steps in the develop-
ment of vascular re-occlusion after stent application. It is possible, however, to analyse these processes
down to the cellular and molecular level in a vascular model in vitro.

In a plane model of a human blood vessel wall [8] the pathological development in EC was examined
after impression of a stent into the model blood vessel wall followed by the subsequent removal of the
stent from the experimental set up.

The vascular endothelium plays a key role in the development of the re-stenosis process in the stented
vascular region. Endothelial dysfunction and/or hyperplasia of the vascular wall can induce a critical
reduction of the vessel lumen [12, 13].

That is why in a first step the interaction between clinically applied stents and human arterial EC
derived from healthy vessels and cultured under optimized conditions was examined. Based on earlier
experience, the in vitro examination of human arterial EC from healthy vessels, which were untreated
and not intoxicated is thought to allow an estimation of the vascular wall reaction on the implantation of
a stent in a more or less healthy or dysfunctional vessel.

2. Material and methods

For the examination of the interaction of the vascular wall intima with stents on a cellular and molecular
level, the stents were pressed in vitro in a model vascular wall intima consisting of EC derived from human
arterial vessels cultured on a basal membrane – like extra cellular matrix [8]. The contact-induced trauma
was assessed by micromorphological examination, through parameters indicative of cell damage, through
secreted cell products and correlated to regional rates of EC proliferation [20, 32].

2.1. Stents

Nine pre-mounted balloon-expendable tubular coronary stents (type “Multilink™”, Abbott Vascular,
Illinois, USA, Fig. 1) were used, which are in interventional cardiology in practise since years [5, 17,
30, 34].

2.2. Study design

2.2.1. Endothelial cells
EC of the third passage derived from primary EC from human umbilical cord arteries (HUAEC) were

incubated in standard culture medium supplemented with human serum pool (HSP [15, 16]). Every
second day the culture medium was exchanged.
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Fig. 1. SEM Image of a MultiLinkTM stent prior to dilation (primary magnification 1:9).

The HUAEC were grown in vitro on an extracellular matrix (on glas slides with a diameter of 2.7 cm)
secreted by bovine corneal ECs and typical of medium and large vessel intimae and maintained until
functional confluence (stress fibre reduction and formation of a marginal filament band) under static
standard culture conditions (5% CO2, 95% humidity, 37

◦
C) [8]. HUAEC were experimentally exposed

to stents 28 days after onset of culture.

2.2.2. Test procedure
With an apparatus designed for this purpose [9] the stents were pressed in the model intima in a laminar

flow hood. During impression the stents penetrated the endothelial layer and the sub-endothelial basal
membrane-like extra cellular matrix. To study wound healing in the stent-induced endothelial lesions but
without the presence of the stents (the stents were removed from the culture vessels immediately after stent
impression). Wound healing was intermittently analysed, micro-photographs were taken and evaluated.
The impression apparatus allowed to test stents in a plane vessel model and to apply an initial pressure
between stent and the HUAEC cultures similar to the implantation pressure in blood vessels (see Fig. 2).
First, the stent mounted on a balloon catheter was placed on a functionally confluent HUAEC culture
situated in a specially designed chamber filled with culture medium. Then, a second HUAEC culture,
mounted upside down on a hydraulic cylinder, was placed on the stent immersed in culture medium from
above. The pressure in the hydraulic cylinder was adjusted to 9 bar.

Functionally confluent HUAEC of the same passage and after the same period of time in culture which
were not exposed to stents were used as controls.

To assess the level of damage done to the HUAEC by the stent impression, the amounts of nitric
oxide (NO), prostacyclin and of lactate dehydrogenase, an indicator of the loss of barrier function of cell
membranes, were evaluated from the cell culture medium.

On day 28 in culture the culture medium was removed, centrifuged, then fast frozen down to −18◦C
and stored until measurement. These data were used to assess the quality and maturity of the cell cultures.
Culture media were replaced by fresh culture media and left for two hours. Then samples of culture media
were drawn, centrifuged and frozen to measure later on the “pre-stent-impression” values of prostacyclin,
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Fig. 2. Device for the impression of the stent into the planar vessel wall using a dilation balloon catheter.

Fig. 3. Model vascular wall consisting of functionally confluent human arterial endothelial cells (HUAEC) on extra cellular
matrix (ECM) with impressed stent (left image; primary magnification: 1:200) and after removal of the stent (right image,
primary magnification: 1:200).
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NO and LDH. The removed small culture medium volume used for measurement was isovolumetrically
replaced by fresh culture medium. Immediately thereafter, the stents were impressed in the cell cultures
(9 bar inflation pressure) for 30 seconds and then removed. Again, samples of culture media were drawn,
centrifuged and frozen to measure later on the “post-stent-impression” values of prostacyclin, NO and
LDH. The removed small culture medium volume was also replaced by fresh culture medium and culturing
was continued for 24 hours after stent impression. Then, again, samples of culture media were drawn,
centrifuged and frozen to measure later on the 24 hours values of prostacyclin, NO and LDH. The HUAEC
cultures were aldehyde fixated and processed for further analyses.

In addition, the endothelial layers were examined with respect to cell proliferation and cell vitality.
Cell vitality was assessed from cell morphology.

2.3. Methods

Prostacyclin was measured with the EIA-assay (Cayman Chemicals, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA)
according to instructions of the manufacturer [24]. NO-release was measured by evaluation of the sta-
bile endproducts exploring the Griess reagent [27]. As an indicator of cell membrane damage, lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) was quantified exploiting the enzymatical metabolization of NAD+ to NADH
[18].

HUAEC proliferation was evaluated applying the S-phase marker bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) [14].
23.5 hours after the impression of stents in the arterial wall model BrdU was added to the HUAEC

Fig. 4. Numbers of proliferating HUAEC over all of the 8 radial directions and specified for the 5 view fields.
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cultures and left there for 30 minutes. Then the culture medium was withdrawn and the cells were
aldehyde fixated.

Since the growth factor FGF (10 ng/ml) was added for cultures of HUAEC, the growth rate was
increased. The proliferation rates induced by stent impression were evaluated in radial directions along
8 pre-selected linear routes (see Fig. 4). Starting from the wound border and moving along the selected
routes away from the wound area all the HUAEC per field of view which took up BrdU were counted. 5
fields of view were evaluated per selected route with the first field contacting the wound border followed
by the fields 2 to 5 in radial direction to the outside.

The HUAEC cultures were examined in an inverted microscope on every exchange of culture medium.
24 hours after stent impression micro-photographs were taken of the state of the cells in the vascular wall
model.

2.4. Statistics

For all samples mean values and standard deviation are given. Two sample comparisons were performed
(prostacyclin, NO) using t-Test, or in case of non-Gaussian distribution Wilcoxon-Mann-Whithney U-
Test. For three sample comparisons ANOVA for repeated measures was utilized. P-values less than 0.05
were considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Assessment of the function of endothelial cells

24 hours after stent impression the amounts of prostacyclin measured considerably decreased in relation
to the starting values. There was a 62.6 ± 4.99% decrease from starting value (15.8 ± 1.25 [ng/ml]) to
the post impression value (5.9 ± 0.72 [ng/ml]). The difference in the mean values of the two groups was
greater than would be expected by chance; there was a statistically significant difference between the
input groups (two-sided t-test: p < 0.001).

NO-values also decreased considerably 24 hours after stent impression. Here a 72.5 ± 25.6% decrease
was found from starting values (0.051 ± 0.009 [mM]) to the post impression values (0.014 ± 0.012
[mM]). The difference in the median values between the two groups was greater than would be expected
by chance; there was a statistically significant difference (Wilcoxon Mann Whitney U-test: p < 0.001).

After the stent impression into the vascular wall model, the evaluation of the released amount of LDH in
relation to the LDI amount before stent impression was performed. Directly after stent impression, LDH
values were much higher (0.43 ± 0.06 [mU/ml]) than before stent impression (0.13 ± 0.03 [mU/ml]).
The increase amounted to 231 ± 37.8%. 24 hours after additional cell culture medium exchange the LDH
values returned to 0.16 ± 0.24 [mU/ml], which was near to the starting values.

3.2. Assessment of cell morphology and vitality

Following the impression of the n = 9 stents in the vascular wall model, between 1.3% and 2.6% of
the HUAEC in the vicinity of the impressed stents were completely destroyed. The subendothelial extra
cellular matrix (ECM) was well to recognize (Fig. 3).

The cell vitality was assessed from cell morphology. 24 hours after stent impression all HUAEC, with
the exemption of those cells destroyed by the stent impression, regardless whether they were close to or
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Fig. 5. Averaged numbers of proliferating HUAEC in the five fields (bars indicate p < 0.05; Holm-Sidak multiple comparisons
test).

remote from the area of damage were in good shape and vital. This was found around all of the impression
related areas of damage. There was no difference to the vitality of HUAEC in control cultures. There was
no difference to the vitality of HUAEC in control cultures.

In a birds view the stents and their corresponding impression induced wound areas appeared rectangular
where the enter-/exit-sides were smaller than the long sides. Figure 5 schematically shows the localisations
of the documented view fields around the wound areas and the average numbers of proliferating HUAEC
per view field.

Maximum values of BrdU incorporation and proliferation rates appeared in view field “1” directly at
the border of the wound areas and decreased significantly in radial directions from field “1” to field “5”
(ANOVA: p < 0.001).

Figure 5 shows the numbers of proliferating HUAEC averaged over all the 8 radial directions, but
specified for the 5 view fields.

While the numbers of proliferating HUAEC directly at the long sides of the border (view fields 1;
see Fig. 6) of the stent impression-induced wound area did not differ from the numbers of proliferating
HUAEC directly at the entry-/exit-sides of the wound border (view fields 5; see Fig. 6), there was a
significant difference and asymmetry in the view fields, which were farthest remote from the wound
border. Here (in view fields 5), the numbers of proliferating HUAEC at the entry-/exit-sides were clearly
greater than at the long sides of the stents (t-test: p < 0.023).

4. Discussion

Endothelial lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) is a stabile enzyme leaving the endothelial cytosol and
gaining access to the extra cellular space only after disruption of the endothelial cell membrane integrity
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Fig. 6. Numbers of proliferating HUAEC in fields directly at the stent (view fields 1) and in fields which were farthest away
from the stent border (view fields 5).

Fig. 7. Pattern of the diffusion of growth factors from the stent surface around the wound after stent impress.

or after complete damage of endothelial cells [10, 18]. LDH is therefore well suited to assess the extent
of cell damage of endothelial cells directly after stent impression and also later on. In comparison to base
line values directly before stent impression there was a significant increase in free LDH of 231 ± 37.8%
immediately after stent impression. At this point the culture medium was completely removed, used to
measure the LDH values and replaced by fresh culture medium. This happened in order to simulate the
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physiological situation where all the impression wound-related metabolites with access to the passing
blood stream would have been carried away. None of the substances/factors released into the blood by
stent impression-caused HUAEC destruction would be locally available. 24 h later the values of free LDH
had returned to the baseline level. That is a clear hint that no self-perpetuating process culminating in cell
destruction was initialised. The situation was different with the parameters used for the characterisation
of endothelial function.

The values of prostacyclin as well as of nitric oxide (NO) were clearly below baseline values 24 h after
stent impression. Prostacyclin plays an important part in avoiding platelet aggregation, in the regulation
of the vascular tonicity and in the endothelial cytoprotection [25, 33]. The secretion of prostacyclin from
endothelial cells is an important indicator of endothelial performance capacity. Following the impression
of stents in the HUAEC monolayer there was a considerable decrease in prostacyclin secretion. And
24 h after stent impression there was still an important average decrease in prostacyclin secretion of
61.5 ± 5.2%. This decrease was much bigger than the decrease in the numbers of destroyed HUAEC
(1.3%–2.6%). Also the increase of proliferating HUAEC in the border zone of the stent impression-
induced wound areas, coinciding with a minimum of prostacyclin secretion from proliferating HUAEC,
could not explain the significant decrease in prostacyclin secretion. The significant and hyper-proportional
decrease is thought to be caused by a decrease in prostacyclin synthesis. A release of e.g. thromboxane,
tumour necrosis factor or thrombin from perishing endothelial cells was described which could activate
endothelial cells [11, 31, 35] and possibly deteriorate the functional confluence and lead to a temporary
endothelial dysfunction. The causes, however, remain unclear.

Nitric oxide (NO) is a key player in the down regulation of platelet aggregation and in the regulation
of blood vessel tonicity [7, 12, 26]. Measuring the NO concentrations revealed a considerable decrease
(72.5 ± 25.6%) of NO-release from the HUAEC 24 h after stent impression in comparison to the NO-
release directly prior to stent impression. A decrease in NO-release of 72.5 ± 25.6% from the baseline
value was most remarkable. A similar argumentation as in the case of prostacyclin allows to conclude
that the decrease in NO-release could not be expected regarding the small numbers of destroyed HUAEC
and including a certain reduction in function of proliferating HUAEC. Future examinations will reveal
and quantify the influence of stent impression on the inducible NO-release. Answering this question
could be very important to elucidate the pathophysiology of early restenosis following PTCA with stent
implantation.

The vitality of HUAEC in culture exposed to stents did not differ from control cultures. This could be
concluded from the LDH measurements; 24 h after stent impression the LDH values, which are indicative
of cell damage, showed the base line level.

Endothelial cells are actively involved in vascular repair and remodelling which occurs in certain
cardiovascular diseases or after vessel wall injury. In this process involved are migration and proliferation
of EC-precursors induced by a large number of compounds. In the supernatant of endothelial cells 1054
proteins were identified; of these, 239 proteins were of cytosolic and nuclear origin and were probably
shed into the culture media due to cell death [3]. Therefore a lot of compounds – like different growth
relevant factors [23] – influencing migration and proliferation of HUAEC can be expected in the direct
vicinity of the stent wound where the concentration of such factors might be higher than in more remote
regions.

BrdU incorporation as indicator of endothelial cell proliferation was carefully and completely exam-
ined around the stent impression – induced wound areas to unveil the influence of stent impression on
local proliferation rates, and if re-occlusion phenomena (instent-restenoses), showing in vivo a certain
asymmetry, already appear in static vascular models [2]. Such restenoses are often observed at the stent
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entry/exit (“candy wrapper” phenomenon [1]). The current discussion is attributing such restenoses to
phenomena of the blood stream influenced by the stent geometry or the topography of the stent surface in
the vascular wall [22, 29]. However, there are different types of asymmetry. One type is evident regarding
the proliferation rates near to the impression wound and remote from it. Adjacent to the impression
wounds the highest proliferation rates were found. With increasing distance to the impression wound,
smaller and smaller proliferation rates occurred. One reason for this is probably an increased release of
growth enhancing factors by perishing HUAEC [23] from the wound area [28]. That allows to argue
that HUAEC near to the border of wounded areas see more of the growth relevant factors and can be
expected to show increased rates of proliferation, decreasing with dilution and consumption of these
factors with increasing distance to the wound border. Contributing to this is most probably the lack of
cell-cell-contacts of the HUAEC next to the wound area [21].

There was another significant difference and asymmetry in the view fields, which were farthest remote
from the wound border: The numbers of proliferating HUAEC at the entry-/exit-sides were clearly greater
than at the long sides of the stents.

The reason for this phenomenon in static cell cultures could be the plane omni- directional diffusion
of the growth enhancing factors. These are released from perishing HUAEC and diffuse more or less
radially from their sources. This could explain the almost symmetrical decrease in numbers of proliferating
HUAEC at the long sides of the stents with increasing distance to the impression wound and almost parallel
to the long stent sides. The diffusion field of the growth enhancing factors is probably more complex at the
entrance-/exit- sides of the impression-induced wound. Radially diffusing growth enhancing factors from
HUAEC of the long stent sides but near to the entrance-/exit sides will diffuse “around the corner” and
into the cell covered areas orthogonal to the entrance-/exit-sides of the stents. In some distance from the
stent-cell-border these growth enhancing factors coming from damaged HUAEC at the long sides of the
stents could add to growth enhancing factors coming from damaged HUAEC at the entrance-/exit-sides
of stents. This might explain the increase in numbers of proliferating HUAEC at the entrance-/exit-sides
of stent impression-induced wounds some distance away from the wound border.

In conclusion it is important to note that the impression of stents in a vascular-wall-model consisting
of human arterial endothelial cells on extracellular matrix (ECM) was followed by a significant decrease
of prostacyclin- and NO-release indicative of an early impaired function of the endothelial cells. The
massive reduction of the NO-release is thought to be a clear hint that similar mechanisms could be active
in vivo contributing to the acute stent thrombosis [13, 19]. However, HUAEC neighbouring the wound
area remained vital and proliferation competent and were quickly regenerated. 24 h after stent impression
the LDH values were found again on the base line level.

It could be hypothesized that the organisation of a complete healing of the endothelial lesion – concluded
from cell vitality and increased proliferation activity – has priority over regulation of vascular tonicity and
down regulation of platelet aggregation – concluded from the decrease in prostacyclin – and NO-release.
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